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1. SUMMARY

This paper describes the target acquisition process flom the
perspective of modelling target acquisition as a paÍ of
modelling combat.

Exchanging fire obviously is very important in combat.

Conditions for direct fire are line-of-sight (LOS) and some
kind of perception of the intended target. LOS is deterministic
and can be calculated ifthere is a good digital representation

ofthe terrain. But perception is considered a stochastic
process with probabilities depending on the current situation.
In most stochastic combat simulation programmes and

wargames there is a module that models detection and

perception.

Because of tbe dynarnic character of combat situations for
observing are changing rapidly. The models are calculating
situations every x seconds (typical 5 - 30). Within such a
timeframe occurrences of events and the effects of these
events are calculated. Illustrative events are new observations.

firings, etc.

The target acquisition module is responsible for an actual list
of observations. Each time-frame the list is updated: old
observations are checked (obselvers or targets can be killed or
moved) and new observations can be added. Because ofthe
dynamic character only calculations are made for the coming
time-frame For each observer and each potential target an

observation probability is calculated and comparison with a

random number determines if the considered observer/target

will lead to a new observation. Input for this module are

elements of the situation at hand and characteristics of
observer (such as the sensor used) and target (such as its
climensions).

This paper addresses some of the limitations and problems of
the current implementation of the target acquisition module.
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2, INTRODUCTION

Simulating combat is a way of gaining quantitative insight in
combat. Analysing historical data is another way of gaining
insight, but this paper will not address that method.

Combat simulation models can be classified in different ways.

One classification is the level of the militaty unit/system that
can be simulated in the model This can vary from the

simulation ofone system (eg. a sensor and its target) up to
theatre level (the Gulf War). The examples used in this paper

are at division and battalion level These examples were

chosen because both models have separate modules for

detection. In higher level models detection is a very abstract
process (how can detection between two brigades be
defined?).

This paper will shortly describe methods of combat simulation
and then two examples will be desclibed, first in general and

then the detection module in more detail. The paper ends with
some general requirements we have for a detection module.

In this paper detection is used as a general term. It can be

dehned as the level ofperception needed for follow-on
actions.

3. SIMULATING COMBAT

Combat is a very complex systern and is impossible to predict.
What can be done is gaining some quantitative insight which
can suppoft decision making. Simulation is a way of gaining
this insight. Big advantage of simulation is the control over
the conditions, the possibility to sirnulate non existing systems
and unbiased interpretation ofthe outcome.

Simulating combat, why:
- (Weapon)system procurement
- Training & education
- Doctrine development
- Evaluating possible courses of action
- Force structure

Simulating combat, how:
- Field exercises
- Wargames
- Computerised combat simulation models
- Analytical models

The methods diffèr in detail of representation, the influence of
the man in the loop (repeatability) and speed.

Computermodels are used for wargames, combat simulation
and analytical models. This paper will go into more detail in
the detection modelling in some of the models we, at TNO-
FEL, are working with. Please keep in mind that the detection
module is only one of several modules the models are built
upon.

4. EXAMPLES

4.1 The ìüargame Kibowi:

KIBOWI is a wargame, which is in use in the Dutch Army to
support training & education of military staff. In a Kiwowi
assisted exercise the military staff is out in the field, just like
they would be in reality. They use their normal command &
control equipment and procedures to prepare and give orders.
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These orders go to the so-called lower-contt'ol The lower
control is organised in different cells (up to 50). Each cell has

the control over a number ofcomputer-represented units. The

lorver'-control can give orders to these units ancl can get

infonnation about these units. This enables the lower-control

to execute the olders fi'om the stafL On the computer the

lorver'-control ha5 ouly access to the units unclet' control.

Ever¡'tirrestep (typicat l0 second) the conrpttter evaluates all

the olders and calculates line-of'-sight, dctections, firings.
losses. stocks, ctc.

If the computcr determines there is detection, the detected

units rvill pop-up on the relevant control-station The lower-

control concerned can report this detection to the staff, so they

rvill be able to respond on the current situation Another

possibility for the lower-control is defining and sending a

indirect fìr'e-request to the cell that controls the artillery units.

Because olthe peLf'orntance-requirements of this wargame,

cornplex calculations nust be as limited as possible There can

bc thousands of units and that can uake millions of possible

intcractions. The terl'ain is represented as a I 00* 1 00m grid

u,ith a heigl'rt ancl a terrain featr"rre fbr each glicl Line-of--sight

caìculations ale done separatell' and take a lot oftime, so

calculating detections cannot be too complex.

'l I I Deteclioncalcttlation'

For cvery possible interaction two distances arc calculated: a

minirnum- and a maximum distance (d¡n¡¡ and d¡u*).
Detection probability is a function ofthese distances:

o I1'the distance d between the observer and the target is less

or equal as d1n;n, then the detection probability : l.
. If d > d,r,ax then the detection probability - 0

. Between the lninimutn and tnaximunt distance the

detection probability decreases linearl¡

The dctection probability is cornpared with a drawing from a

unilorm distribution and this detertnines rvhcther there is

detection or not. The trvo distances depend on difïerent

factols:

. The defäult values fbr this obset'ver-target combination
(distances in an open area on a clear day)

. 'l'he status of the observer (moving, nrounting, in

assembly area, etc.)

. The statr-rs of the target (moving, in preparecl position,

eto.)

. The tellain tèature around the target

. The weather

¡ The tirre of the da1,

Advantages of this method:

. Speed: all factors are in lookr"rp-tables and almost no

calculations are needed

. Sirnplicity: method is very easy to understand

Disadvantages of this method:

r Is the linear relation maybe oversimplihed

o No interdependencies between factot's

. No false alalms and no misperception

4.2 'Ihe combat simulation motlel FSM (Force Structure
Model):

The most inrportant characteristics ofFSM are:

. Stochastic

. Closed (no man in the loop dLrring simulation)

. Using 100+ 100m grid rvith height inlormation and terrain
feature on each grid

¡ Combination of tìmestep and cvent-driven Typìcal
timestep is 30 seconds

One of the input-files is a scenalio description. This file is

rvritten in a special designed language and contains orders and

conditions for each unit Evely time-stcp orders and

conditions are evaluated, fbr each unit new positions are

calculatecl and nerv statuses are dctermined. After that the

consequences of direct and indireot fire in that timeframe are

calculated. For each shooter/target combination (called monel:
one-sided duel) the next conditions are checked:

o is there line-oÎ-sight between shooter and target

¡ is there a detection from shooter to tal'get

¡ is the shooter allowed to firc
r is the target within the range of the weapon

. does the shooter has ammunition to shoot on this target

ln case a shooter has nrot'e than one target, there are some

decision-rules in the rnodel to select rvhich one to shoot at

fir'st. If a nronel is selected an event ìs created This event is

scheduled according the time of arlival of the ammunition.

The time of arrival is defined as the troment of detection +

aiming-time + the flight-time. The list of events is evaluated

in time-order and scheduled events can be deleted from the list
in case of a fireporvet' kilt of a shooter bel-ore time of
departure ofits shot. After an event is handled a new event

can be created. This can be a next shot against the same target

or a shot against a new target. As long as the timeframe is not

over, events are handled and cleated. Ifthe timeframe is over,

the computer stafts with the next one.

The moment of detection is ver¡, ipp6¡1¿nt in this process

This means that the delection modrrle not onl¡' calculatcs a

probability of detection, it also deterlnines a tnoment of
detection. We use the tbltowing formula:

Prob(/u", < f) : I- e-tt7;""'"

T-s¿¡ is dependent lrom a lot offactors: distance, intrinsic
contrast, wcather, cietection aids, statuses of observer and

target, etc With this formula the nroment of detection is

drawn randomty. Ilthis moment is rvithin the timeframe

concerned then there is a detection. lf the moment is not in the

timeframe it v/itl be ignored

One of the reasons using this formr.rla is that the tength of the

timeframe does not influence the probability function of the

detection morrent A dlawback is that the probabilitl' of
detecting a target (p-) ever goes to I

The wa¡, T*s¿n is calculated is based on a report of Night
Vision Laboratories: "simulating cornbat under degraded

visibility". It calculates the nunrber ofresolvable cycles across

the target and uses this to deterrrine a probability of detecting

the target within one glimpse Ncxt p- and a mean time under

the condition of detecting are clerived 'I-s¿¡ ìs calibrated

with the last two variables.

Known shot'tfalls in the current implernentation:

. The only memorl'. irnplemented ìs that detections are not

lost if LOS is not interrr.rpted IILOS is interrupted the

detection will be fbtgotten
. The intrinsic contrast does not depend on the position in

the field
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